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Alexandra Motschmann()
 
alias Motschi von Richthofen, born in Munich, Germany, has published several
poetry books[1][2] and won several awards. Lifestyle and beauty are her main
subjects.
 
The poet Motschi von Richthofen started to write at the age of 11, when her
grandfather died. In her early 20s she discovered her love and talent for poetry.
During her travels through Europe, Caribbean Islands, Israel, South Africa and
Russia she tried to reflect her experiences by composing words in German and
English.
 
Alexandra demonstrated artistic talent at a young age, writing poetry, but from
the first grade she began to grow increasingly bored with her studies. Her
earliest literary efforts were romantic, conscientiously modeled on German poets
like Rilke, Goethe and Hesse and English poets such as Burns, Blake, and Wilde.
While still in her youth, she also made the acquaintance of two individuals who
would play an important role in her future: a Greek poet Costa Vretto and an
Israeli painter David Beaucaire. Both flourished her character and supported her
talent in writing.
 
She always tries to understand human nature and why this species still act like
underdeveloped creatures. Philosophers like Socrates, Seneca and Kant just to
name some, gave her a slide understanding of the never-ending need to
enchanter life with beauty and happiness. Her main aim is to reveal the epoch
and all the timeless emotions we humans have got.
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2 Go 4 It
 
I was full of fear
but switched the gear
and rose my hat
and fought instead
 
Love I wanted to find
but I was blind
not wanting to be hurt
with a fast spurt
 
Love might also kill
and be a bitter pill
but to run away
not the perfect sway
 
I was full of fear
but switched the gear
and rose my hat
and fought instead
 
To act brave and responsible
often hardly comprehensible
one has to be honorable and bold
Murphy's law is seriously quiet old
 
To be a bastion of calm
to find the adequat balm
often just pain
again and again.
 
I was full of fear
but switched the gear
and rose my hat
and fought instead
 
To stand up for your ideas
cry and laugh tears
be open for up and downs
feeling the inner clowns
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Taking all challenges with glee
plant the courtesy tree
sometimes we have to fight
like an exceptional knight
 
I was full of fear
but switched the gear
and rose my hat
and fought instead
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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2222
 
Nowadays we are a free universe
most diverse
We as long-term thinking earth inhabitants
are human ants
We are curious and developed a cosmic care,
which we all share
Since we stopped to give money inexplicable value
our intelligence grew
 
Once we defined ourselves through material goods
still mentally in the backwoods
 
For Gods sake centuries back came a turning point
Clarification of facts we joint
 
We discovered the space within us and our stellar system
with a new enriching self-esteem
We started to live in peace, put up with other ideas and visions
all-encompassing unity the mission
Still connected to this planet earth with solid attentiveness
aware of the expansiveness
We found new conceptions of life beyond mind and matter
as new universal trendsetter
 
3333 again a small step and 5555 as well
attached to an progressive brain-cell
ringing the cosmic bell
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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A Country Was Slapped
 
We opened our borders to support
And acted as an escort
Gave all people to eat and a place to stay
Trying to take the tears away
 
And now terror seems to be the revenue
A total different point of view
Introduced by cultural diversity
An outrage on generosity
 
We do not want to generalize
But we pay a high prize
This should not be the fact
It's an inhuman act
 
Freedom for each soul
That's our goal
Detestable performance
Shows ignorance
 
All of those with thoughtfulness
May be able to progress
All off those without attentiveness
Might find another address
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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A Part Of Human Nature
 
Creating beauty every day
To life with pleasure we pay
 
Changing sadness into happiness
Designing a joyful dress
 
Exploring life open and free
Give fruits like an orang tree
 
Expose the great thing in life
Continuously loveliness to revive
 
Alter bad ideas into good
And form a beneficial neighborhood
 
Transform weapons into flowers
And construct healing powers
 
Every day a good deed
That people may succeed
 
Everybody can throw light upon faces
Even in the most gloomy places
 
Everywhere without a dime
And at any time
 
Create beauty every day
With the cheerful ray
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Almond Shaming
 
They are delicious
Thanks nature for this fruit
We are almost voracious
And enjoy them intuit
 
We make Marzipan
With honey for the winter time
In a cake-pan
Yum yum very tasty
 
Your creator a beautiful tree
widely ramified
awesome and gluten-free
seriously great
 
You need lots of water to grow
Nothing unusual to say
For this gift you virtually bestow
So why blaming you
 
Normally you find the right place
Where you want to be raised
But as you know the human race
Show you where to stay
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Always The Same
 
Who ever it is
I will treat him like a king
I will treat her like a queen
No matter what they did or we
Still attentiveness will be
A part of my courtesy
With love and universal harmony
Politeness to every creature in this universe
An inner humanity to rehearse
Respect a perfect match
All the time to catch
So let us be the masters of our aim
Innocent thought so proclaim.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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America, America
 
I am American and believe in freedom
I am American and believe in equality
I am American and believe in humanity
I am American and believe in love
No matter what religions we have
No matter what background we have
No matter what physical statement we have
No matter what mental statement we have
We are beyond people of hatred
We are beyond narrow minded creatures
We are beyond social discrimination
We are beyond negative statements
Yes we can change into good
Yes we can open new borders
Yes we can support education
Yes we can crate a beautiful state
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Army Dreamer
 
USA, China or Germany
Great business on behalf of innovation
What an integer company
And all on behalf of a peace mission
 
New technology can be tested
Building up the economy
Money and time was invested
What an upright autonomy
 
N-ations
A-mbitions
T-hreats
O-bliteration
 
Peace without weapons
Innovations through development
Humanity without cannons
New traces to real self-assessment
 
Corruption needs to be demolished
From the inside the only way
Democracy as well brightly polished
For altruism the entranceway
 
We can
We will
We do
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Awesome People Out There
 
Millions out there
Fantastic in what they achieve
Millions out there
Great in what they believe
All are human
With the love to do a good action
All are human
With the aim to a terrific affection
 
Congrats to you
Your strength is womderful and our liveblood
Congrats to you
You are a diamond with a special cut
Sublime your way
Full of strength and effectiveness
Sublime your way
Full of energy and inventiveness
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Beach
 
Walking along the beach
eternity i can reach
Every day a new painted beauty
an awesome reality,
designed for the soul to see
with joy and glee.
 
Walking along the beach
composure I can reach
The waves softly approaching
and mellow speaking
A warm music to the heart
here and there a lizard.
 
Walking along the beach
strength I can reach
The ocean wild and furious
changing my conscious
strengthening my perceptions
supporting my ambitions
 
Walking along the beach
million of things to reach
Every moment a pleasure
wonderful and pure
 
Walking on the beach
to learn and to teach
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Bird's-Eye View
 
I wonder how a politician
Or whoever lives right now
Can be a nuclear power advocate
What kind of advocate is this
For long term destruction
Caused by Radioactive waste
 
I wonder how anybody with brains
Still believes in nuclear power plant
Is a way to get energy for good
What kind of good energy is it
For long term destruction
Caused by Radioactive waste
 
Well if I would come from another galaxy
And see this beautiful planet
This fantastic diversity of species
Those wonderful lands and oceans
Covered by millions of colors
With humble awe I would smile
 
Well if I would come from another galaxy
And see how money is important
That business is done at any price
Military huge efforts a need
And crime and poverty a fact
With loathsome regret I would cry
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Blunder
 
I dropped a brick
and turn the swizzle stick
What a slapstick? !
 
I’d like to take a break
for my own sake
and eat a cheesecake.
 
Fun for the spectator
but not for the initiator
being a convertor.
 
Life isn't always a bowl of cherries.
nor of delightful blueberries
We choose the life’s ferries.
 
Welcome Murphy
embracing and see
his rigid lunacy
 
Humor the only way
to have fun and play
welcoming the day
 
Keep it in your mind
we always find
the beauty of mankind
 
Faults we have to make
for our own sake
and challenges to take.
 
The more we contemplate
we are the master of our fate
and move into a new gate
 
Let’s be like we are
and be our own superstar
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Reach out to mainly prevent
and just be content
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Born As A White Feeling As A Black
 
was born as a white
Beautiful and bright
But I feel like a black
prejudices to reflected
We are humans with love inside
Full of understanding and pride
 
No words to be told
Humanity we al hold
In our hand with humble
Sometimes we stumble
And still we love life
And strife
To peace and happiness
And own fulfilled success
 
By nature I am white
By choice I am black
Nothing to regret
It is right
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Chapeau 2u Maya
 
You were the Georg Sand
of our time
where your color was the crime.
 
But you held the strength in your hand
and fought against this social disparity
with the inner feeling for humanity.
 
Your weapons were just words and your voice
to rise up to the essential-imperative self-choice.
 
You were an activist in the human right movement
and stood there as a bulwark of freedom
composed and calmed with an inner wisdom
 
It was a great worldwide accomplishment
demolishing all the old infrastructures
and creating lasting and integrity pictures
 
Your weapons were just words and your voice
to rise up to the essential-imperative self-choice.
 
With your “on the pulse of the morning”
you encouraged man to have a dream
and reflected the mainstream.
 
You are just an amazing great human being
full of love for people and gave them hope
and developed integrity on mankind’s slope
 
Your weapons were just words and your voice
to rise up to the essential-imperative self-choice.
 
Thanks a lot for your brave actions
showing that there are exceptions
you altered the course
in our human universe
May all your seeds find a place
and create an upright race.
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Charity
 
We have the need to help
some of us may yelp
and still encounter life with calm sobriety
that’s human nature embrassing society
 
We all see the inequality within mankind
it seems to make us colorblind
but our eyes see with the heart
like a giving and gentle wizard
 
We cross all  bridges day and night
our roads are remarkable briight
borders are not for us to contemplate
Contributans and donations are our fate
 
With glee and happiness we support
it it more than just a cute disport
longterm  remedy and a small relief
that’s iidea in what we believe
 
We are so fortuned to live on such a peacefull earth
and thank for this fantastic social berth
we catch the stars and bestow Healthcare
giving time, money and love to share
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Charles Tone (A Reflection)
 
I will succeed
In all my visions
I will feed
All my intension
 
Greatness is inside
The aim for celebrity
Infinite and world wide
With pleasing integrity
 
Oh yes I am addicted
To exceptional achievements
Open and unrestricted
To all those manlike elements
 
This is my legacy
What I am and can be.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Charlie Hebdo - Express
 
Freedom of the press
Colorful is our dress
We point out the present
Our missions in the hand
 
Pourquoi
Toi et moi
 
Comedy the best art
for the wake-up start
Provoking in deed
Understanding may succeed.
 
Pourquoi
Toi et moi
 
Our duty to show reality
with using our ability
to look behind
with an open mind
 
Pourquoi
Toi et moi
 
And with respect
we reflect
To be more aware
about what to care
 
Pourquoi
Toi et moi
 
It's our view every single day
we never kill through what we say
It's just a picture of our time
And where there is a crime
 
Pourquoi
Toi et moi
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We are strong and withour fear
And drive with the humorous gear
We never will cease
May freedom increase
 
Nous disons quelque chose
avec plaisanterie et la véridique rose
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Children Of All Times
 
Maybe an old soul or a young one
Maybe a little rascal or virtuous one
 
Inexperienced and full of ideas
Growing within the first years
 
Looking for excitement and adventure
An innocent and a tender creature
 
The heart rich of love and easiness
In mind sometimes filled with craziness
 
From time to time freakish
In their way they flourish
 
A precious being and person
Become a splendid blossom
 
To bow to kids is just normal
Unconventional and informal
 
Giving birth to new visions
Evolving ensouled inspirations
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Comfort
 
Every day great for sure
depending with which eyes we see
even a quarrel might be
in the end a revealing pleasure
 
Just paying life it's excitement
with all those little challenges
and creating contentment
without the need of revenges
 
Enjoying family and friends
with a curious and gentle approach
reaching each others hands
being each others coach
 
Comfortable of what ever occurs
with a smile on our lips
embracing life's flavors
and wiggling ones hips.
 
Far away of monotony
even so it's stony
composing a symphony
and dancing in harmony
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Dialoge Between Pessi And Oppti
 
P: Men will destroy this planet for sure
He is like that seeking for treasure,
longing for fame and name
O: All livings you might tame
just give them another ethical fundament
and he will seriously understand
the value of tolerance, love and respect
P: New worths what a ridiculous aspect
just contemplate the historical past
and observe the monuments that last
mainly about war and destruction
O: And beautiful architectural construction
like Rodin’s Kiss or Michelangelo’s paintings
Taj Mahal, the Pyramids and other sightseeing’s
beauty always attach the heart and spirit
P: yeap and that’s exactly the demerit
what great philosophers figured out
bad bank, investment or leverage buy out
money will be never enough
O: Wow that’s tough
what do I want for myself
is not merely pelf
it’s pleasure and happiness
P: and for me I have to confess
in this funny human game
I need a name and fame
and how I reach this I do not care
O: and in the end if you don’t share
nothing will remain than pain
come on that’s just insane
richness, wealth and prosperity
combined with generosity
is the concept of mankind
P: and what we find
is war in its million ways
that’s what pays
everybody is involved
and of course absolved
you wear rose-colored glasses
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O: and you walk toward impasses
your eyes are blinded by negation
shall I borrow you my variegation
you might detect other spaces
and discover new traces
 
Epilog
the glass of water in front of both
let the one be wroth
and the other full of joy
each wanted to deploy
his skills and point of view
facts and ideas to eschew
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Diamonds, Just Diamonds
 
Diamonds everywhere, sparkling in the sunshine
Beautiful and awesome for the eyes
And even the snow in the air is like million stars
 
It is cold outside, but the heat of this spectacle
Keeps us warm and full of glee
 
The mountains are dressed all in white
Like the brides of the winter time 
 
Here and there are icicles hanging down
Like ear rings to decorate nature
 
The music of the air is muffled and soft
Keeps us in the land of fairytales
 
Glitter everywhere, lightening the psyche
Indescribable wonderful for the heart
Like a wedding of the season with the earth
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Dictatorship In The 21st Century
 
Wondering about some human ants
Having profile neurosis in their pants
The one killing his own people every day
The other with mass arrests to social decay
The third eliminating freedom of press
And they all need narcissistic success
 
A psychiatrist would have a lot of fun
By observing the exploding sun
Within the soul of those poor boys
Playing with their human toys
Unleashed to a world of humanity
That's the main unfortunately pity
 
And those who are normal
Need to be politic and formal
To prevent more disaster
And be the diplomatic master
You never know those insane brains
What they like to obtain and gain.
 
W-ith P-ower R-ude E-nergy B-eyond A-pprehension
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Digital Darkness
 
All of a sudden no more electricity
Going back to simplicity
The past disappears within a second
The advice fails to respond
 
Terrible what to do with the time
Not captured by the screen
For the life a new colorful prime
A silky changing sheen
 
What a progress
Moving happiness
Within digital darkness
A great success
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Discrimination
 
All around the world we still are confronted
with a sort of discrimination
we are almost wonted
with this human humiliation.
 
In some cultures women are not allowed to drive
in others they are sold
a great profit to deprive
which remains untold.
 
In some places poor people are less than the rich
they use the side entrance
seldom apply to Cambridge
what an amazing misbalance.
 
In some countries gays are tortured to death
for what they love and feel
I am struggling for breath
what an insane common weal.
 
In some areas they build up huge walls
not tolerating other religions
millions of fireballs
to protect their regions.
 
The list of anti-discrimination acts is long
and we will never cease
to be bold and strong
discrimination to decrease.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Donald Trumpets
 
The instrument sounds acute
A bit German before the second war
Often the audience getting rude
Dazzled by the money glamor
 
The middle class slides in poverty
And the imbalance increasing day by day
What is the price of our liberty
And what amount of wealth we have to pay
 
Maybe we have to bring into question
Our capitalistic system and change it again
Some pioneers got already a vision
And huge and positive acceptance they obtain
 
Attention please attention
Watch out where the trumpets call
Hate and brutal aggression
Might cause a national downfall
 
Humanity needs a good teacher
And a popular preacher
 
America,  America
You were a star
 
Where is your sparkling light
Suddenly it is gloomy night
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Ed(It)  Snow Den(Ote)
 
Freedom for  the speech
Liberty we reach
And Presidents who are opponents
Are brainless ants
 
To reign a country is quiet a task
But for integrity we ask
Sure technology improves every day
And still integrity we pray
 
It's like in times of dictatorship
That's not the right leadership
So wake up and contemplate
Yourself and your own state
 
Within everybody there is a knight
Who is able to fight
For a good life and happiness
And long term progress
 
See through the mists of the deep
And never beweep
Liberty and freedom the aim
Which we all proclaim
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Envy
 
One of the most potent causes of unhappiness
Additional inflicting misfortune on others
It begins with the almost frantic sense of emptiness
Something within the person that bothers
 
It occurs when a person lacks another's superior achievements
and starts to deal with negative emotions, like resentments
Insane of course but for many humans an inevitable reality
A lack of self-esteem and the interest of humanity
 
Self-destructive and not supportive for a better life
A freezing bath in which miserable people dive
 
Feeling pity for those who feel inferior and cheap
A mental disorder inside, profound and deep.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Equality
 
Black by nature
Proud by choice
 
we are all a mixture
and got a voice
to say we are human
and love life
as woman or man
we all strife
to support society
in the best way
we value property
anywhere and anyway
there is no difference
between you and me
listen to our audience
with an open mind to see
regardless the color
it is of no importance
a custom tailor
with brilliance
 
White by nature
Proud by choice
 
we are all a mixture
and got a voice.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Fairy Tale Of Truth
 
Wake up wake up
war destroys
Politics is not a game
it's not about gaining fame,
and to use weapons is insane
it creates not happiness just pain
power is not to throw a missile to kill
and thin a tort is an additional cool thrill
 
Wake up wake up
peace invents
money just a tool
nobody is a fool
designing a world of tolerance
beauty and love to enhance
we all want to be happy beings
and enjoy the worlds sightseeing
 
Wake up wake up
fear hinders
Whatever may come along
let us be brave and strong
like a child burning of curiosity
with joy and snoopy grandiosity
laughing and playing with excitement
and achieving inner accomplishment
 
Wake up wake up
courage supports
We are full of strength and ideas
and move mountains as pioneers
we all might upgrade our conditions
realize and implement positive visions
we are artists with human instruments
designing magical-splendid moments
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Fare Well
 
Our life integrates birth and death
from the first to the last breath
and always there appear
a sad and happy tear
 
Life and death just close together
and still we wonder whether
the destiny holds the life's tone
to stop it now or to postpone
 
And when the soul asks to go
to dance the last tango,
we say thanks for the great credit
you offered us as a soulful pundit
 
Certain thing we do not know for sure
what leads our lifetime adventure
we just say always hello
and let things go
 
Thanks Thanks for all
for whatever you enthrall
beauty remains in our heart
you enriched even so you depart.
 
Goodbye, fare well
we ring the happy bell
paying life its fee
with sadness and with glee
	
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Feldenkrais
 
Awareness Through Movement
A certain way to understand
Body and Mature Behavior
From the ex- to the interior
 
New patterns of repeated motions
Slow and gentle actions
To impart new habits
In the physical orbits
 
By expanding the self-image
And exchange personal baggage
through movement sequences
gain new life experiences.
 
The self that are out of awareness
Bringing to a novel success
With all the greatness
To boldness
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Fine Feathers Make Fine Birds
 
Dress to impress
and express
with happiness
attractiveness.
 
Dress to confess
and address
the success
of gracefulness.
 
Dress to profess
and egress
with greatfulness
the loveliness.
 
Dress to access
and possess
the stateliness
of a princess.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Flame And Game
 
I just saw the EM soccer game
Full of emotion and inner flame
And asked myself what it might be
That we are special and full of glee
 
And I realized that is our passion
And everybody's own vision
Like Ronaldo full of obedience obligation
Finding the right soccer navigation
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Flying
 
Icarus was the first
 
he had this thirst
 
for reach the sky
 
and he had to die
 
 
Da Vinci came next
 
brought it into context
 
with mechanical invention
 
an extraordinary vision
 
 
Lilienthal used his own design
 
stayed in the air for some time
 
but failed in the end
 
no more life in his hand
 
 
The brother Wright
 
both bold and bright
 
and developed a plane
 
a milestone to proclaim
 
 
More and more inventions
 
with good and bad intentions
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and so man could fly
 
to the endless sky
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Fracking
 
The process of trilling down in the ground
Oil and money deeply confound
And nowhere a turn around.
 
Using a huge amount of precious liquidness
What kind of insane business
And fiscal-energized success.
 
We are intelligent creature in this universe
We have got eyes and observe
To greedy others most diverse.
 
Renewable energy should be taking priority
Like the sun or wind a bulk commodity
These will be our economic entity.
 
We see a turn around
Most profound
 
A new process
And progress
 
The human nurse
With a far-sighed purse
 
A long-term facility
Becoming a reality
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Freedom
 
Economic security and independence
Both very important
Having enough for a normal existence
For every inhabitant
 
Free speech and free conscience
Without angst and neither fear
Free art and free science
Open for what might appear
 
No cages of prejudice around
No sword of terror in the hand
Cosmopolitan and earthbound
To growing progress a servant
 
Tolerance to all religions
Open to all intercultural customs
Without any aggressions
Enriched with worldly wisdoms
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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German Soul Regrets
 
As a German I say sorry
you were in peril and had to worry
most of us did not stand up
to say this insanity we will stop
 
Many just hated your unity
and used instead of humanity
the negative vibrations of that time
and closed our eyes to this crime
 
Well what to say 'forgive us all'
we pushed ourselves to this insanity hall
and in the end we lost the fight
and learnt the lessons to be bright
 
Forgiveness is the main action
to us and to yourselves attraction
we learnt our lessons and understood
that we we were in the destruction woos
 
Our children feel this destruction
and take it as a new mission
to save the world and its inhabitants
as we are al human ants
 
Love will heal the universe
and we are most divers
let us all stand up for tolerance
and chice us the chance
 
Mistakes we do all through life
for beauty and loveliness we strive
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Gut Aiderbichl
 
We treat all beings the same way
with respect and care
offer all animals a place to stay
and happiness we share
 
Whoever needs an asylum
Whoever needs a helping hand
We give food and papulum
We give love and homeland
 
Welcome to all those creatures
abandoned and tormented,
even it incures expenditures
altruism is well-documented!
 
We do them our compliments
with good and noble sentimenrts
for justice and equity we strive
for all beasts and their life.
 
We protect animals and support their rights
We fight for awareness as human knights.
 
We Aiderbichlers do our very best
The Worst Day Should Be the Best!
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Hacking
 
Should we call them crackers.
those people see themselves as hackers
 
They wear hats of different colors
Some aim to make money and dollars
 
A white hat breaks security
for non-malicious integrity
 
A black hat violates the computer
A special system polluter
 
A grey hat finds the defect
which one should protect
 
Tracking
Hacking
Checking
 
The new pathfinder
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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History Repeat Itself
 
History repeat itself
Away with all this pelf
The trumpets call
Through the assembly hall
They talk about discrimination
And victimization
The Germans know about it
And found its exit
With the help of the Allies
Where the release lies
And now we face the same
In this sardonic game
A man full of hate
Changing the fate
To another destiny
To reveal and see
Hello again knock knock knock
Ring the alarm clock
We face it again
A disastrous rain
Poking inhumanity
Towards insanity
Misfortune the breeding ground
Wake up and be sound
Come on and be an knight
Honest and bright
Again rose
The white rose
To fight against a man
Just totally inhuman
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Hollywood Speaks Out
 
Free press
Free express
Free speech
To reach
 
The Artist aim
Is to proclaim
The reality
and integrity
 
The Oscar a tribute
An honorable repute
To understand characters
And feel them as actors
 
Like poets or musicians
Wizards and magicians
They reflect on stage
The current age
 
And even better
Time does not matter
Beyond all bounds
They reveal backgrounds
 
As a book of pictures
Arrivals and departures
Of human ambitions
With great emotions
 
This is the target and goal
To show the beautiful soul
Of our human nature
As a vulnerable creature
 
Multicultural with pride
Strong and bright
Pictures of the la la land
Powerful an dconfidant
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How Do I Love You
 
There are million ways my heart belongs to you
You might change your points of view
And grow older by time
And when I see gray hairs
I will love them in the way I love you
 
Together we grow and develop ourselves
day by day
 
There are million ways my soul embraces yours
You might develop distinct peculiarities
And grow wiser by time
And when I see these oddities
I will love them in the way I love you
 
Together we grow and develop ourselves
day by day
 
There are million ways my mind is connected to yours
You might be stubborn in regard of an idea
And grow militant by time
And when I see this funny bullishness
I will love them in the way I love you
 
Together we grow and develop ourselves
day by day
 
There are million ways my spirit love yours
You might have difficult times
And grow sad or happy
And when I see your different moods
I will love them in the way I love oyu
 
Together we grow and develop ourselves
day by day
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Humaneness
 
Invest invest invest
in weapons I suggest
 
Ouch ridiculous I would say
we finally have to repay
 
The inner sun a central aim
where hunanity we proclaim
 
Amazing that Pavlov is still there
where distruction People prepare
 
Doing what them were told
Ascending the brainwashed scaffold
 
Hey there friends
we got it in our Hands
 
Let fear never conquer our mind
For the benefit of mankind
 
We are the force
to endorse
a species of gloriousness
and grandness
 
We all have to be upright
sensitive and bright
and embrace life with glee
with a beautiful future to foresee
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Humans We Are
 
Humans we are
and never commit a crime
 
Humans we are
and never kill a creature
 
Humans we are
and create happiness and joy
 
Humans we are
and take care of our surrounding
 
Humans we are
open to all ideas and religions
 
Humans we are
and fight for it without weapons
 
Humans we are
and praying for peace and harmony
 
Humans we are
and make the world a better place
 
Humans we are
humbly thankful for this wonderful earth
 
Humans we are
black, white, yellow or whatever color
 
Humans we are
Muslims, Christians, Buddhists, Hindus or what so ever
 
Humans we are
and create beauty, happiness and a wonderful life
 
Humans we are
and humanity is our goal in this universe
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I Am A Cosmopolitan
 
How to encounter terrible destruction and insane killing?
maybe just with love and positive thoughts! ?
 
 
I sing I sing The Ballad of Reading Gaol
And see the killing of a soul
 
I am I am an Arab with a great heart
And of this world a part
 
I am I am a Jew with great tolerance
In this world I love to dance
 
I am I am a Christian with joy and happiness
In this world a great success
 
I am I am a Buddhist with love and peace
In this world it might increase
 
I am I am a Hindu with great believe
In this world to achieve
 
I am I am an Atheist with huge respect
In this world to expect
 
I am I am a Shintoist with attentiveness to all
In this world to install
 
I am I am thousand things like you as well
We all want create heaven instead of hell
 
We are We are full of strength and full of dignity
I this world exchange humanity
 
I sing I sing the ballade of the understanding zone
In this world with a charming tone
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I Am The President
 
I am the President
and humble toward this task
 
I am the President
and know about this responsibility
 
I am the President
and have great dream of tolerance
 
I am the President
and support open diplomacy
 
I am the President
and review myself as a world citizen
 
I am the President
and believe in sustainability
 
I am the President
and understand all my countrymen
 
I am the President
and facilitate education for everybody
 
I am the President
and assist all human people
 
I am President
and encourage peace and understanding
 
I am the President
and will fight with words and without weapons
 
I am the President
and will fight against climatic change
 
I am the President
and will fight for a better world
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Humble and integer
Peaceful and liberal
 
Intercultural and international
with our culture in mind
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I Believe In
 
I believe in a world
where religions understanding each other
I believe in a world
where peace is in each soul for granted
I believe in a world
without borders and a space for everyone
I believe in a world
with people supporting one another in their ideas
I believe in a world
full of love, tolerance and deep understanding
I believe in a world
full of brotherhood, respect and goodness
 
You might call me an idealist
but I am not the only one
 
I believe in a world
where we are creative and form a garden Eden
I believe in a world
where all of us are happy and full of strength
I believe in a world
without grief, hate and all those insane narrow minds
I believe in a world
with innovations and future intelligent growth
I believe in a world
full of great ideas and new tones of life
I believe in a world
full of colors designing beautiful imaginations
 
You might call me an idealist
but I am not the only one
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In Honor To Brave Men
 
In what do I believe
it’s nothing anybody might achieve
Christianity or Buddhism
merely pure altruism.
 
In all the souls of humanity
born by the open minded sanity
just the names are different
and vary in how to understand.
 
I will not cease
and walk in peace
to seed the million love letters
without those religious fetters.
 
I care for life
and always strife
to create what I call pleasure
impossible to measure.
 
Being responsible and full of delight
building up and being bright.
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Investing In Homes
 
I am an investor
and money creator
I am brilliant in calculation
and money accumulation
I am a businessman
And know „we can! &quot;
I am a good person
living in a prison
ff money and it's conveniences
and beautiful ambiences.
Well but blind for other lives
An unfavored person dives
Do I have responsibilities
and as well abilities?
The mindset within myself
Just searches for pelf
How can I change
and rearrange,
what I nourished for a long time
to gain every day a dime.
Not an easy task!
Whom can I ask?
In the end I decide
of what I am pride!
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Isis And Anti-Terror Victory
 
Why do you destroy
Destroying yourself
Why do you kill
Killing yourself
Why do you fight
Fighting yourself
 
Who are you
Find your innocent soul
 
What do you need
Find love within you
 
Where do you go
Go the road of peace
 
When do you open your eyes
To see beauty
 
Nobody is perfect
No religion is the only right one
Nobody is right
No idea the exclusive one
 
We all will send you love and understanding
We all will embrace your beautiful souls
We all believe in you and peace
We all believe in a better world
Wake up and open your eyes
 
See with the heart
 
Wake up and open your mind
understand the GO(O)  D
 
Wake up it was a nightmare
Wake up, wake up
 
Hate, greed and all those things will disappear
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And we create a wonderful life for all of us.
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Just Pity No More
 
You went upon the streets
and killed your brothers and sisters
to what you think it leads
this lie in the church registers.
 
 
First we felt just incomprehension
then there was hate and fear
the days went by and without exemption
we switched the gear.
 
Brotherhood, freedom and egality
rose in us again
wrath is of no use to fight insanity
even so we are in pain.
 
Evolutionwise you are far back behind
that is what we can see
your hearts are closed, your eyes are blind
far away of being free.
 
Just pity we feel for you
no more
 
Just compassion we have for you
no more
 
Our head is bloody but undaunted
and you seem to be haunted.
 
Poor followers you are all
aiming to the downfall.
 
We stay with love inside
that's what we decide.
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Leonardo - A Genius Beyond Time
 
Born in the Medici-ruled Republic of Florence
As a result of a romantic coincidence
Already in his first years of being
His mind and spirit were corresponding
He had this very special talent
Transforming visions through the hand
 
With fourteen he left to find his fortune
The moment was just opportune
And as he wasn’t a time-waster
Andrea del Verrocchio became his master
And taught him all the skills he needed
In all his multiple-prowess succeeded
 
They both designed wonderful art
Both toward each other the counterpart
David, Raphael or the Baptist of Christ
The Romans amazed and surprised
Verrochio had the true eye
And Leonardo reached the sky
 
He was a most talented musician
And as well an inspired physician
In the early 80is he moved to another city
Milan developing his artistic complexity
And starting to invent new machines
Agricultural and military engines
 
The Last Supper was created
An old idea defeated
Magdalena beside her friend
The night before the end
Subtle, an awesome reflection
Of an all too human affection.
 
To hide things from others
Slipping the passionate pothers
He wrote most ideas backwards
To escape all those cowards
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Inventions beyond his contemporaries
Every epoch he got idle adversaries
 
Codex Atlanticus or Codex Leicester
He was an open requester
Observations and theories on astronomy
Exploration of the human anatomy
In all field he sailed like Thomas cook
The world for him a secret-open book
 
An artist of outstanding physical beauty,
Creating and discovering his duty
He cultivated his genius so brilliantly
He was constructive flamboyantly
All problems he studied he solved with ease
Farsightedness and knowledge to increase.
 
Vi veri universum vivus vici
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Les Miserables Of The 21rd Century
 
There is a certain time
Where we have to fight crime
We have to stand up and open our borders
And resist against insane orders
 
We are the world and we are all the same
Injustice and undemocratical behavior is a shame
Our brothers and sisters need to flee and escape
Unable to create and draw a dream-scape
 
Peace need to be everywhere for you and us all
We need love and happiness to install
On all countries and continents
And join each other hands
 
We are all human and reach out
Harmony what life is all about
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Lithuania Freed And European
 
Mushrooms everywhere to find
As well people who are very kind
A new generation with an open mind
 
Once they had the largest community
Meanly in Vilnius the capital city
Of the Jewish society
 
They even got an artistic state in their state
You cross the bridge and open the gate
Where people are happy and create
 
And they are proud to be a small important part
Fulfilling the general European standard
And got off to a flying start
 
And to some areas of their landscape
You can easily travel and escape
And form a new mindscape
 
Like Vytautas Kernagis or Thomas Mann
We see the beauty of the sun
Think deep and still have fun
 
Awesome and worth to be
Awesome and great to see
A country changed to be free
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Lol
 
Isn't life just fun
We walk and whatever appeares
Is again Mr. Murphy
 
We shake our head and say
Give me a break.
 
But hooray we got a new role
Job, and all those advantages.
 
Well what to do?
Laughing about the next stone
Sisyphus for a time
A real exciting job
 
And still alive
Looking up, enjoying the beauty
Homer's stories
 
Listening for more
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Math
 
what is it that attracts me in such an amazing way
is it the bunch of money that we need to pay
and count to be more and more on the happy side
which gives us a special and glorious pride
 
No oh no not at all I need to confess
it’s the old Kabala dress
which grasps a single sight
of million galaxies so bright
 
It is the golden rule which transforms the reality
into a place of weird and unknown essentiality
moving into the soul without effort or violence
just simple geometry and omnipresence
 
Our homes are based on statics and art
a cute mathematically play yard
full of Geisteswissenschaft
like a launching spacecraft
 
A passion to Pythagoras the vegetarian
who loved to discover as an utilitarian
an invention of Da Vinci through Mona Lisa
as a never-ending painting star
 
Just an axiom, all based on this single precept
an unbelievable, and untouchable concept
infected the world and the human nature
like an inevitable conjuncture
 
A love to all those number freaks
open and discovering like Wiki leaks
like artists discovering the existence
with other funds of eloquence
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Modern Slavery
 
Slavery of modern time
Is not a terrible crime
Cause money pays
For new gateways.
 
Integer people arise
And stand up like Price
 
How primitive
And destructive
A fortune through others
who cares and bothers.
 
Integer people arise
And stand up like Price
 
Using the misery
Making a mockery
About a valuable life
Men should strife.
 
Integer people arise
And stand up like Price
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Moving Green Mountains
 
Nicolas you saved a company
you are the hero of the town
and will receive the crown
for this great litany
 
A great concept and check-out
with few word of affinity
a perfect private equity
and a leverage buyout
 
At least you gave hope
for a short time
its not a crime
just an ample scope
 
Well done, a good job
employees heart throb
 
The mirror reflection
a material injection
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Moving Mountains
 
I wonder how man just acts
Because of angst and fear
Reflecting not the true facts
And make them unclear
 
I wonder how man just plays
A game of blames and claims
And incredible unworthy prays
For his own little fame
 
I wonder how long it will take
That man go for just the good
And realizes that selfishness is fake
And needs to be universal understood
 
I wonder how long the eyes are blind
Unable to see the beauty to share
And what huge richness we can be find
By watching each other with care
 
 
 
 
The wonder will come
with smooth steps to everyone
 
The wonder is near
with more and more old souls
 
Wonders are like that
suddenly they exist
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Music Reflect Time (Thanks To Michael Jackson)
 
We are the one who decide
We are the one who change
We can be full of pride
We can be full of exchange
 
We are Musk, Einstein or like all other geniuses
We are the ones who create a better civilization
We can generate a world of million positive uses
We can create an universe of cross-fertilization
 
We are humans with love inside
We can be a species of perfection
 
Whatever we can
And whatever we are
We design our way
And for what we pray
 
Whatever we are
And whatever we can
We are the creators
And the worthy investors
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New Years Celebration
 
It’s just one night
within a single year
it’s an inner sight
with a sad or happy tear
 
We reflect the past
what trace we took
designed our life’s book
either slow or fast
 
Sometimes we are crisis-torn
by all those memories
through losses and victories
feeling almost reborn
 
The past is bygone
the deeds are done
Moving on the aim
The future to proclaim
 
Sing nee-an kwai ler
or happy new year
Felice Anno Nuovo
or Shana Tova
 
Around the globe
the rabbi or the pope
all feast on one single day
and all in their own way
 
So lets party with glee
new pictures to see
the future we create
being the master of our fate
 
HAPPY NEW YEAR! ! !
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News
 
What kind of news we watch day by day
Most of time just negative stories
 
What does these news create within us
Most of time just negative emotion
 
What should we do with all those negations
Most time just change the channel
 
What is the responsibility of the press
Most time just to talk about truth
 
What kind of truth is out there in the world
Most time just fascinating stories
 
What do these stories create within us
Most of the time just happiness
 
What should we do with this positivity
Most of the time just spread it
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Nowadays Inquisition
 
For Gods sake Archimedes writings
were discovered in our century,
If not in the Christian killings,
greater would have been the injury.
 
For the Middle Ages and their citizens,
this cup passed thanks heavens.
 
They even founded
the Congregation of the Holy Office.
Many were wounded,
because of narrow mind disservice.
 
They even executed
people with different visions.
And as well persecuted
Humans with open perceptions.
 
Secularization was the best to establish
and Christian inquisition to abolish.
 
Today we got another religion,
which does the same.
They have a destructive mission
in Allah's name.
 
For peaceful people of our time
It is just an insane crime.
 
Islamic State based on intolerance
makes no sense.
All democratic States got tolerance
a peace defense.
 
600 years back in their evolution
what a terrifying-pitiful revolution.
 
Secularization is the best to establish
and Islamic inquisition to abolish.
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From inside the only way
They have to find the right trace
We all just humbly pray
For all of them and a better place.
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Observation
 
What do I see
a velvet rose
 
What can I be
and expose
 
Sitting, thinking
knowing myself
 
Laughing, crying
about this pelf
 
Isn’t beauty and harmony
our special duty and glee
 
Raise up your head and say
“Whatever I have and had
it’s a woderful day”
 
Excitements appear
and however dark or ligth they shine
however bad or dear,
they are friends of mine.
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Pain Points
 
Where are the pains
Let us find the cause
What does it obtains
The why and because
The roots we scrutinize
And when they appear
How they are disorganize
To switch into the next gear
The deeper you look
The more you contemplate
Likely as James Cook
The more you state
And even so there might be no correction
To this perfect inter-department connection
We still search for a ground breaking solution
And in the end find the proper conclusion
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Pave The Way
 
CO2 certificates
are easy to obtain
inacceptable we proclaim
 
Millions are sold
paperwork for others
and nobody bothers
 
Let’s just buy
cleaning our conscience
that makes sense
 
Nowadays rainmaker
are highly intelligent
and greatly diligent
 
Money addicted
short term thinking
inanity drinking
 
Outside the box
humans we see
planting a tree
 
Sustainability
long term oriented
and recommended
 
That’s the path
and our call
attentive to all
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Poetical Painting
 
All moods express
the abstractness
what we possess
 
Colors are the words
with beautiful accords
it just blurts
 
reflections of the day
scrutinizing the way
of the human ray
 
Imaginations are the art
viewed by mind and heart
the world an important part
 
The message for all
ideas to install
an inner call
 
Canvas the fundament
paintbrush in the hand
reality and dreamland
 
The artist is intellectual
thoughts become visual
and paint multilingual
 
fantastic interaction
of the inner vision
the painters mission
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Raise Our Flags
 
Why there is no flag
Swinging in the air
To say we share
And fight back
 
Wherever a bomb may explode
Iran, Irak or France, no matter where
It's a terrible episode
And it's us all who care
 
Ministers and presidents
You are the nation hands
You have to raise our condolence
To every country for nonviolence
 
Let's hoist the flag to half-mast
And be the idealistic phantast
Who believes in peace
Which may increase
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Refugee
 
I left my home, my roots
Wearing just one pair of boots
My whole family was killed
And our life imperiled
I am a normal pacifist
Don’t want to rise my fist
I believe in a sort of lord
Who never would take a sword
To destroy others in his name
What a destructive game
 
I left my home, my friends
With nothing in my hands
I tried to escape this insanity
To find a place of humanity
Germany might be this place
With generosity and grace
A country of fortune and peace
Where my strength may increase
And growth will be a part
With this new start
 
I left my home, my family and friends
I left my homeland and my roots
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Renewable Energy
 
What's the hitch?
The earth is rich
 
We take with caution
And right proportion
 
Batteries will get more efficient
And almost self-sufficient
 
Wind or water are everywhere
And energy is in the air
 
The Croatian guy knew a lot
And J. P. Morgan was in the plot
 
Important things just disappeared
Yes, yes that's weird
 
But what was salt for a special day
Was money the new beauty clay
 
As humans are not stupid at all
They are clever and will install
 
An energy that lasts for a long time
Sure of course there will be crime
 
Without rascals and crooks
We will write just boring books
 
So time goes on and human sex
Will be sustainable and relax
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Review And Change Your Country
 
Where they come from?
Why they want to enter our countries?
Some flee from war
Some others from corruption
Some do not want to starve
Some others escape dictatorship
 
What can they do?
When is time to fight?
They have to change their society
They have to go for freedom
They have to invest in education
They have to create beauty
 
And we, you and me
And we the countries of democracy
We just can seed an open mind
We just can give knowledge
We just can be an advisor
We just can support harmony
 
And those who fled and found a country
Should go back to help their countrymen
Healing comes from inside
Healing hands we give
 
Heal yourself and create a better world
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Ridiculous Hope - No
 
I always hoped that the humans change
I always hoped that the humans understand
I always hoped that the humans love
 
I still do even so I see all the million killings
I still do even so I see all the million hatreds
I still do even so I see all the million misleading's
 
What is the balm for the soul
What is important to everybody
What is the treasure in our life
 
Every single person aims to love
Every single person aims to transfer knowledge
Every single person aims to be good
 
Some are looking for power
Some are looking for wealth
Some are looking for fame
 
We all let them find there way of universal success
We all let them find there way to love themselves
We all let them find there way to be happy
 
Sooner or later all borders will disappear
Sooner or later life's symphony is heard
Sooner or later humanity will win
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Seagull
 
Dear father we dream
Of a world of happiness
Dear father we dream
Of a world of integrity
Dear father we dream
Of a world without grief
 
We dream and dream
And we live our dreams
 
Dear mother we dream
Of a world full of love
Dear mother we dream
Of a world of glee
Dear mother we dream
Of a world of brotherhood
 
We dream and dream
And live our dreams
 
May our thoughts change
May our thoughts rearrange
May our thoughts exchange
 
Here we stand all alone
Here we stand all together
 
A silent fight with visions
A silent fight with missions
 
We will succeed
We will proceed
 
Beauty will win
Without a sin
 
Happiness
Creativeness
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Special Glasses To See
 
Everywhere I see pulchritude
Kids just happy and cute
Flowers blooming bright
Moonshine in the night
Here and there a kiss
with warm happiness.
The boisterously wind
upraising the mind.
Throughout the years
music in the ears.
One my way an old apple tree
with his fruits amazing to see.
Upon the mountain peak
silence to seek.
Manmade sculpture across the street
Awesome impressions to meet
Gardens with a fantastic view
There a spreading yew.
Sometimes a small waterfall
illuminates at nightfall.
A delicacy for the senses
full of tasty conveniences.
Technological elegancy
exceptional and fancy
The glasses I decide
Universal wide
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Steps Of Evolution
 
do we think we are something special and the only intelligent being?
do we think we are more clever than all other creature on this planet?
 
we might think this, but we know we got only this natural gift like hands
which gave us the power to develop and harvest our lands
 
there might be beings who are more developed than we are
but we claim us to be the universal sophisticated star
 
but instead of creating just beauty and always something good
we still need to learn what does it min worldwide brotherhood
 
it still might take a while till we are dressed in human pants
and not just need to call us stupid and selfish ants
 
it still might take a while till we are covert with dignity and grace
finding the right and peaceful trace
 
evolution will tell our story to all the others in this universe we don't know
and maybe will tell us that this special was able to grow
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Stones On The Street
 
We pick up the stone on our way
And time it takes to do so
Every stone carried away
Leads to a different path to go
It doesn’t matter not at all
 
Every lost second just a gain
Not a waste or gap to fall
Nor shall we see it as pain
Astonishment and new adventures
Provoked by this stony trace
Encourages new views and pleasures
Neglecting time and creating space
 
An opal here, a diamond there
And many reflections on the road
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Stranded In Germany
 
Mom and Dad said escape
find another landscape
 
You are young and strong
sing the freedom song
 
We fled from Syria
And arrived in Bavaria
 
First we stayed in shanties
and had no guaranties
 
But the folks wanted to support
and opened up a new port
 
Beside a home and provisions
The first we got was education
 
Soon we felt glad and secure
within this Bavarian culture
 
With their altruism and assistance
we gained self-reliance
 
In our homeland it is still drear,
may peace soon appear
 
And we can give back this openness
the people here express
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The Artist's Gimmick
 
We have no time
to be divine
We just show
where do we go
We embrace life
while we strife
We contemplate
our own state
We are the voice
and view the choice
We are fast
and cast
We reflect
and suspect
We do not know
just show
We look behind
and find
We are the face
in this space
We reach the universe
most diverse
Humans we want to be
unchained and free
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The Ballad Of Insanity
 
Some people kill the thing they love
Some others the thing they hate
 
Some people kill with their weapons
Some others with a flattering word
 
Some people kill out of kneejerk reaction
Some others brutally calculating
 
Some people kill with a great speech
Some others without a tone
 
Some people kill with great joy
Some others with a tear
 
Mankind seems to be a killing field
With dead bodies and souls
 
It is a contradiction to men's intellect
It is a contradiction to the beauty of us all
 
We want to help each other
we want to serve with glee
 
Destruction sail your way
Creativity will stay
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The Chair
 
Prolog
More than 8000 years old
without any single gold
the chair on that day
was made out of clay
In ancient Egypt chairs appear
of great richness and splendor
of ebony there and ivory here
carved and gilded wood to adore
covered with costly materials
representing natural forms
harmonic universal essentials
of comfort new platforms
 
Chapter I
But I am much younger
never saw a blunger
just plane and sandpaper
was my design shaper
When I was ready I was sold
to Johanna Sch. in Germany
and she already foretold
beauty always rests accompany
I was used often on that time
cause many people came to talk
about the contemporary mime
of riches, rank and luxury walk
they debated with enthusiasm
about industry and what may come
of progress and atavism
good souls and human scum
The idea of a new social order
born through economic growth
found its way across the border
and humanity nearly reflows
Mr. G recalled on Frankenstein
and what to be considered now
openly minded they drank wine
and infected spirits grew and flow
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One time a friend came by
and convinced the Lady to sell
so he paid and said goodbye
pitiful but no one heard my yell
We went on board a sailing ship
and started an adventurous trip
 
Chapter II
I was wrapped in paper still
it seemed to me a bitter pill
I pondered on the great past
like a reborn enthusiast
We entered in a Masonic Lodge
there I stood in a corner for a while
surrounded by a hodge-podge
design in an exquisite English style
Just man were members of this club
which was to me highly regrettable
no more women and just men flubdub
no more beauty and less amenable
They talked about a thousand things
of Lao Tse and Shoreham Ancients
of anarchism and their out-dated kings
assessing the right award recipients
Technology and it’s new inventions
by Thomas Edison and Asaph Hall
changed these age-old institutions
and a bulb illuminated the ample hall.
Some decades I had to stay
when a long hair and elegant gay
a standards and regulations scorner
took me out of this dark corner
 
Chapter III
Once more we crossed the ocean
while I had this hazy notion
that active life will start again
happily freed of being lurdane
we went to Paris by a Panhard-Levassor
and at a full mechanical gallop
exciting this new horse successor
and fantastic up there on the fancy top
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When we entered in my new dwelling
the first I saw was the kiss
it was an amicable warm-hearted meeting
and I felt almost a quiet bliss.
A revolt against nature and a woman genius
loved to sit on me and contemplate
her work while referring to Confucius
and how to open the mental gate
Often a German friend came for a visit
he spoke of an eastern nation
where people had such a deep spirit
you could feel it through emotion.
Most of the time I was coated with dust
I loved it - the whole scenery
the air was suffused with creative lust
work combined with clownery
Once an art collector came along
his persuasive power was so strong
that he got me as a supplement
again owned by a different hand
 
Chapter IV
Again we crossed the sea
we had to flee
The First World War started
we just departed
to the world of endless opportunities
someone said
full of increasing productivities
money-mad
First they took me to a restorer
who gave me a youthful look
he was a gentle wine savorer
musing in his dining nook
from there I was sent
to my new owner and appreciator
tough in his fields
as a money maker and investor
with enormous yields
business was his main passion
considering ways and means
to obtain daily a new possession
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and everywhere it gleams
Black Tuesday almost ruined him
but he was smart
and never declared to be a victim
that was his part
During Second World War he volunteered
I understood his private motives
to free my home of one who domineered
leaving behind all derivatives
when he came back
he changed a lot
he took another track
to change the blot
by the time when he grew old
he still was bold
and sent me back to home
via an American airdrome
 
Chapter V
Back home I kissed the earth
with my four slender legs
almost brimming over mirth
surrounded by carpetbags
they collected me at the gate
with joy and awe as well
I still was in a perfect state
and curious where now to dwell
In the kitchen I found a place
we had party almost every day
most had a revolutionary pace
they all glowing soothsay
man extinct his own breed
others opposed over-zealous
that man will succeed
satisfied and prosperous
Curiosity and sincere desire
one of those things to admire
 
Epilog
 
A chair is a piece of furniture
of different shapes and architecture
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with a raised surface to sit on
commonly used by one person
Design considers intended usage
ergonomics and functional advantage
ISO 9241 requirements
great artistic fitments
amazing
thing
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Democratical Capitalism
 
The capital is crying for democracy
based on money, we are free
the possibilities are all the same
making business just a game
Of course rules were laid down
and are changing, let this be known
 
Social economy and compliance
a need in our businesswise existence
Rousseau proclaimed back to nature
to find a self-composure
Platon defined a state
were wise ideas cooperate
 
Communism failed to function
and found the final unction
capitalism survived in this battle
and is not just a money prattle
free market for a decent society
combined with earnest sobriety
 
Time will show
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Ghetto In Israel
 
Friends, countrymen lend me your ear
Venice we have got here
Like German lunatic that's clear
 
Look, observe and cry
Children and mothers die
Peace the solution to try
 
We are all brothers and sisters
We are all human dignity ministers
But destruction that glisters
 
All religion tell the same
Of love, swagger and shame
The only thing that differs is the name
 
Wake up, it is time
Stop all the crime
And sponge off the slime
 
Koran Sure 17/31 do not kill your children
Bible 10 commandments 'you shall not kill'
Talmud, Ta'anit 22a 'When we see two people quarreling, we try to make peace
between them.'
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Poets Escape
 
I will take my life
and stop to strife
for love and happiness
and beauty to express
 
Not able to bear
these thorns of ignorance
and make it clear
how insane this aberrance
 
And still my inner soul
holds the beauty inside to grow
and that’s the poets goal
to make it visible and let it flow
 
The escape hatch
is easy to latch
and will remain
and sustain
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Prince
 
Only the expenditure of one's own resources is harmful
Therefore be always with your decisions foresightful
 
Nothing feeds upon itself as liberality does in general
Therefore be mainly target-oriented and liberal
 
The question is whether it is better to be loved than feared
Of course the best would be, to be in both an expert
 
People are generally self-interested,
Especially when they are battle-tested
 
They admire honor, generosity and courage
But these virtues are not their natural entourage
 
Power need to be maintained in a certain way
And which direction to take in our modern day
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Public Interpol
 
Either D. Ganser or Wikileaks
Truth always speaks
it finds a way to discover
and quickly uncover
what others want to hide
of course worldwide
with a skeleton in their closet
rattling like a skinny rat
in the hand a bloody flower
being just a follower
 
The main target of a crook
to enrich one's checkbook
Or power to get and gain
Singing in the control-rain
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Realist
 
The world is driven by competitive self-interest
everybody wants to be the best
primarily concerned with the success
which leads and gives access
to a better and appropriate life
that’s for what we strife
To incline to literal truth and pragmatism
just a normal thinking no elitism
Matters have an inevitable existence
and everything got their own persistence
Facts and what we learnt from the past
these are the things which last
Rules and structures are a need
in this life to compete
Being reasonable that’s all
and it’s the final call.
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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The Wisper Of Pringle Bay
 
Blow wind blow
let the trees bow
let the sand flow
blow wind blow
 
Change the places
open up new spaces
enlight the faces
and find new traces
 
Take with you the seed
new beauty will be need
let the mind succeed
and the soul may lead
 
Wind, wind be kind
open up the mind
remember and remind
there are worlds to find
 
Blow wind blow
let the tree bow
let the sand flow
BLOW wind BLOW
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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To Be Or Not To Be
 
To fear or not to fear,
That is the question
Whether we fail to be strong
and laugh at our worries
By making it clear
That's it is a destruction
definitely in the end wrong
and changing to victories
 
What is it that makes us fear
What is it that often just appear
The answers are the human nature
And our inner sensitive architecture
 
To run, to escape
No more
Just start to shape
And explore
 
Aren't we all adventurers inside
Strong toward the storm tide
We might die because of being brave
That is the right way to behave
 
To be afraid or not to be
That the vital point
Twenty of hundred years
Time is relative
We look, realize and see
The world is out of joint
Crying some crocodile tears
And forever explorative
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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To Pave The Way
 
CO2 certificates
are easy to obtain
unacceptable we proclaim
 
Millions are sold
paperwork for others
and nobody bothers
 
Let's just buy
cleaning our conscience
that makes sense
 
Nowadays rainmaker
are highly intelligent
and greatly diligent
 
Money addicted
short term thinking
inanity drinking
 
Outside the box
humans we see
planting a tree
 
Sustainability
long term oriented
and recommended
 
That's the path
and our call
be attentive to all
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Treasure
 
To treasure life
Every day
Hold this beauty
In our hands
Praise the sun
Enjoy the minute
Wipe sorrows away
Embrace the time
Take your space
and take your time
Amazing things
happen every second
Every single look
a fascinating picture
Loving life
Strive
and dive
into excitements
With temperament
in your hand
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Uranium
 
All elements got there attributes
And may contribute
To life itself
 
Some just at the first sight
May be great and bright
And change
 
In the beginning the trace
Was the right place
But  no more
 
The waste they produced
And how they were used
Altered utterly
 
Destruction they involved
And nothing they solved
What a pity
 
Unfortunately a habit to break
For mankind's sake
Is not easy
 
Transformations are not easy to do
Neither for me nor for you
Still a need
 
A new way need to be pursued
Inevitable to distribute
Just wake up
 
The earth our main resource
Asks for another source
Now to launch
 
Leave old things behind
And develop your mind
A good idea
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Let's start to contemplate
Our own interesting state
Good bye
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Wake Up Call
 
The earth is rich
And full of stunning beauty
 
The world is amazing
And full of great creativity
 
The planet is awesome
And full of huge ingenuity
 
And we humans
What do we do
 
And we people
Where do we go
 
The soil is rich
And full of giving energy
 
The galaxy is amazing
And full of endless purity
 
The mountain is awesome
And full of enormous clarity
 
What do we do
Taking care of all
 
Where do we go
Having brains to see
 
The ocean is rich
And full of precious vitality
 
The wind is amazing
And full of timeless agility
 
The sun is awesome
And full of bright singularity
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We know what to do
Humbly embrace life
 
We know where to go
With joy creating the future
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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We Will Not Cease
 
Religion is not the reason
To kill and destroy
 
We will not cease to help
Your terror we detest
 
We will not cease to create
Your terror we regret
 
We will not cease to support
Your terror we condemn
 
We will not cease to construct
Your terror we decry
 
We will not cease to build up
Your terror we despise
 
We will not cease to design
Your terror we scrap
 
We transform the world into a better place
Your terror will disappear
 
We change the world into a beautiful place
Your terror will vanish
 
We shape the world into a valuable place
Your terror will disappear
 
We alter the world into a pleasant place
Your terror will peter out
 
Our faith can move mountains
Toward love, understanding and altruism
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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Websites
 
We all design our ideas
our missions and visions
interactivities through the net
knowledge and news
 
dot coms, orgs, and so on
we communicate worldwide
 
Platforms and intercultural affairs
changing goods and gain
knowledge, money and self-esteem
 
Facing everybody and your own
open information for all
 
Everything is possible
the world will see
understanding each other
 
Leaks are everywhere
asking for the truth
 
Open market and mind
open wisdom to promote
the desire to change
and create a better comprehension
 
Alexandra Motschmann
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